DATA SHEET

Description
Each Ethernet enabled Fastlane turnstile has the ability to count
incoming and outgoing users by utilizing the built in high definition
matrix of infrared beams. This matrix, along with the Fastlane
processor allows the units to make a split second analysis as to what
or who is passing through the lanes. This information is currently
stored within each lane and can be accessed with the use of a
standard web browser connected to the same LAN with appropriate
authorization.
The FastCount app enables information from these individual
turnstiles to be collated as a group or groups, now offering a
population count which can be broken down into individual areas or
zones so that parts of the building can be individually analyzed, or
the building as a whole can be analyzed.
Population counting, used along with a total building management
system, ensures a safe tally of inhabitants which offers insight into
building use. This in turn can offer savings by guiding adjustment of
the HVAC systems, lighting and therefore power consumption to suit
population levels in individual zones.

Accessories

Fastlane
FastCount
®

Population Counting at its Finest

Easy Setup with Intuitive Use
The FastCount app allows easy setup by searching for and
identifying the turnstiles lanes on your LAN, allowing the creation of
zones and then compiling the count data into an exportable format
which can be imported into many Windows based programs for
use. The app will run on the majority of Windows-based desktops,
laptops and tablets with appropriate connection to the same LAN as
the turnstiles.

System requirements

Smarter Security is pleased to introduce FastCount, the

 Connects to local network

newest addition to the Fastane Connect suite of applications.

 Runs on Windows 7, 8, 10 versions
 4GB of RAM minimum required

FastCount is a Windows application for monitoring
populations using network connected Fastlane products.
The software allows a user to monitor and record the

 System administrator rights may be required
FastCount will output the count information as a .CSV file which gives universal import
usage into many software packages.

number of people passing through lanes, and the change in
population of zones.
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